
Guide to Mastering
Affiliate Marketing

Affiliate marketing is one of the fastest, most
effective ways to do expand your online

business. Here, you will find all the tools and
resources necessary to help you start learning

and mastering affiliate marketing.

WWW.KALIISUE.COM
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My Why



HELLO
Welcome!

I am Kalii and I am so glad you are
here.  I wanted to share a little about
me and what got me here. 

I am dually licensed as a school
counselor and a mental health
counselor. I work full time in a school
and part time seeing clients virtually
in the evenings.  My job is heavy,
especially since Covid.  I started my
journey as a way to do something
fun, channel some other passions
and maybe make a little extra money.

I dove whole heartedly into this new
"hobby" and it got quite expensive!

But despite all I was spending on trainings, I didn't feel like I had all the pieces,
though I LOVED all that I was learning.  I was constantly craving more. I now
am staring at new options - like maybe being able to leave the school system
in the near future if I want to!  I hope sharing my knowledge and experience
with you will help you on your new path and journey.  And know I am here to
help you every step of the way!  I cannot wait to connect more!

 K A L I I S U E . C O M

KaliiLove,
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What is Affiliate

Marketing?



Simply...Affiliate Marketing is a low cost, high return system in which
you make money online.

Affiliate Marketing is a marketing agreement by which an online retailer
pays commission to an external website or party for traffic or sales
generated from its referrals.

Think about it this way...how often does someone say they like your
shirt and you send them a link to where you got it?  Or someone says
they love your shoes and you quickly tell them where they can also get
a pair?  You are advertising for another company in that moment. 
 You are giving them FREE advertisement.  And the reality is, they
would pay good money for that advertisement!  So why not make
money every time you share something you love?!  It doesn't cost the
buyer any extra money and with companies more than willing to pay
for you sharing their goods, why not reap the benefits?!

And the best part? You can do this from anywhere, anytime!  And
once your links are out there, you can be even making money while
you sleep!

 K A L I I S U E . C O M

What is Affliliate
Marketing01 /
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Steps 1, 2, 3 & 4
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Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4

Pick Your Niche and Your Audience!

I know this might feel hard, however, the
one thing that has come up over and over
in every training I have done is if you try
to speak to everyone, you will speak to no
one.  

First, pick your niche, your passion.  Is it
beauty? Pet products? Clothing? Home
Decor?  Maybe it is more abstract like
business tracks that you can promote
coaches or learning from. 

Then figure out who you want to talk to. 
 Maybe it is stay at home moms, maybe it
is young professionals, maybe it is empty
nesters or retirees.  This is an important
step and the more in-depth you go, the
clearer it will become.  Create an avatar
for your audience, name your audience. 
 For example, maybe your audience is
"Sally".  Because then, everything you
share needs to be written with "Sally" in
mind. 

Step 1
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Once you have determined what
area you want to focus on, now
comes the fun part, finding the
company (or companies) you want
to be an affiliate for!  You can google
your niche and find companies or if it
is an area you already love, you may
already know of companies within
that niche that you love.  Often you
can find information on being an
affiliate right on their website but, if
not, you can always reach out to
them by email and ask them.  You
never know what you can get just by
asking!

They have high and low ticket
items
You will receive at least 30%
commission every time
someone purchases from your
link
You have a cookie length of at
least 30 days 

Make sure when you are looking
for programs/companies to
promote for, that they have a few
benefits that are important for
the affiliate. 

(A cookie tracks someone that
uses your link.  If they open the
link but don't purchase and then
decide 2 weeks later to buy, the
longer cookie length ensures you
still get that commission.)

Steps 1, 2,
3 and 4

Step 2
Find Your Affiliate Program

Step 2A
Some things to look for...
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Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4

Apply to be an Affiliate!

Here is where it really gets exciting!  You get
to apply to be an affiliate!  This may feel
similar to applying to a job.  Just fill out your
information and be confident in what you
can provide them.  Remember, they need
YOU, too!  You are helping them grow their
business!

Step 3

Step 4

Drive Traffic to Your Affiliate Link!

And now it really gets fun!  You get to start
sharing your link!  And there are so many
options.  You have all your socials like
Facebook, Instagram, Tik Tok.  You have
sites like YouTube and Pinterest.  You could
share via a blog or email.  You can do any or
all of the above.  And the more you share,
the more money can come in so I suggest
using a combination of methods!  Small
every day commissions will add up fast and
once your link is out there, you can make
money any time!
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Launching into Affiliate

Marketing



I know it's a lot! Take a DEEP BREATHE! I used a proven
system for all this, had no experience and I got it set up in a
matter of weeks!  And it only cost me $7!!  (I opted to get
the add on as well so my grand total was about $41) It was
a whole lot faster than the years I spent on my undergrad
and masters for my professional career that also cost me
$125,000 in student loans!

Launching into Affiliate Marketing

Your final steps in launching will be creating a "sales funnel" and
working on content creation.  The first page will be an opt in page,
this is where you are growing your email list and any affiliate marketer
will tell you that the money is in the email list!!  The second page is
the bridge page that introduces your customer to the product or
service they are looking for.   Your content creation is what will drive
people to your funnel and will also happen within your emails for
those who have gone through your funnel and landed on your list. 
 This can be posts, videos, pictures, etc of why you love the product or
service, how it can help others, etc.  Remember, you have to speak to
the audience you selected so they can't resist clicking your links!!

 K A L I I S U E . C O M

https://onlinebusinessbuilderchallenge.com/get-started/enroll?aid=64736
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be Helpful Along Your
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Some Extras that
Might be Helpful
Along Your Journey

This is a quick dive into all the things you need to know to get started in
Affiliate Marketing.  And the best news is, you can literally start making
money IMMEDIATELY.  But I have been at this a while and have come
across plenty of things that are great and plenty that I found to be a
waste of money.  I thought I would help you a bit more but detailing
some of the things that I have found to be worth the money! 

If you want to build a blog, I cannot say enough great things about this course.  
It literally walks you through every single step of establishing your brand and
building your blog so you will never need someone else to do the tech work for
you!  This is probably the absolute best investment I have made for myself. 

If you need help with content creation, this was a HUGE help to me in getting
started.  For a small yearly fee, you have access to literally hundreds of
templates that you just plug your own material in and you are good to go.  It
will help you produce content fast and ensure your content looks professional. 
 The Content Club is definitely the way to go!

Pinterest is a great way to promote affiliate links!  If you need help learning
Pinterest, I highly recommend this course.  You will save yourself a lot of hassle
and money by learning to do it the right way.  

And if Pinterest is something you're targeting, this Content Club will save you
hours and hours and make preparing your pins a cake walk!  I am all about
finding low cost ways to save myself time so I can pump out content quickly
and make that money and this definitely helps you do that!

 K A L I I S U E . C O M

https://cx115.isrefer.com/go/ubb/KaliiSue/
https://shop.viralmarketingstars.com/a/41089/uSPYWHc3
https://kaliisue--mommyonpurpose.thrivecart.com/pinteresting-strategies/
https://kaliisue--mommyonpurpose.thrivecart.com/pin-membership/


""Your value
will be not

what you know;
it will be what

you share."

― Ginni Rometty, CEO at IBM



“If we did all the
things we were
capable of, we
would astound

ourselves”
― Thomas Edison, inventor



Read more at www.reallygreatsite.com

Thank you!
I hope you are inspired and full of ideas after going through this guide and
ready to embark on this new journey!  Affiliate Marketing can truly change
your life and I can't wait to see where this takes you.  Please know I am
here to help!  Reach out to me by email or let's connect on social media!  

Be sure to join my Facebook Group so you can connect with me and others
on this journey so we can all support each other!!

Kalii
Love,

 K A L I I S U E . C O M

https://www.facebook.com/groups/766295651472353/

